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i just bought it yesterday, and havent played it
yet, but im already hooked! i love how it emulates
the feel of real-life, and i wish they would add
more stealth to the game, making you invisible to
the people. what i have found to be really
irritating is the bizarre ai of the guards. they are
not realistic at all! i had one guard literally walk
right into the middle of a line of people, enter a
store, leave the store, come back to the line, and
continue this while slowly looking at my back the
entire time. and this was just while riding a horse!
this game has a very strong story, very well-
written, so i can only hope for more of these type
of features in future games. im so bored with all
the hack and slash games like dead rising 3 and
far cry primal. i mean when you play a hack and
slash game (like dead rising 3) your always
getting your ass kicked.. who wants to do that
every time they turn around? i rather play elven
assassin so far because in the early game you get
a fair amount of freedom. i like being able to run
around which is a great feeling. my character has
the ability to hide and sneak around which is a
must for stealth mechanics and is something i
very rarely get to experience in dead rising 3 and
far cry primal. another thing i like about this game
is the graphics. far cry primal looked a bit on the
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cartoonish side to me and was very ugly. this
game looked very detailed and realistic and felt
great in vr. i wouldnt say this game is a
masterpiece but is pretty good and is worth a
pickup if you like playing stealth games and
having the ability to run around freely and seeing
your character in vr i think it is a good value for
money.
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